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Resources

- Users' Conference Materials:
  - PCC ICD-10 Early Access
  - 2016 Index and Tabular released

Encounter Form

- Electronic – Third Party EHR
  - Depends upon mapping and defaults
- Paper – AAP Superbill
  - In addition
  - Instead
  - As a “cheat sheet”
Third Party Interfaces

- Allscripts: Not sure any interface changes required. Referred to website for status. Lists compliant product versions.

- JMJ: Do not believe there will be format changes. Advised no ICD-9 sent over “after 10/1” (!?)

- Tactus: Multiple messages went and remain unanswered.

- OP: Offering hybrid solution on a rolling basis. Please contact them and advise us when they expect to install hybrid version for you.
AAP Superbill

http://tinyurl.com/ocofvg4
Reports

- Identify diagnosis dependent definitions
  - recaller
    - Include/exclude by diagnosis
    - F3 for Restore Criteria
- Identify diagnosis dependent definitions
  - 
  
- Custom SRS Reports
Charge Screens

- csedit
- chuck

- Warning: “Initial encounter” is always first option
Snap Codes

• ted
  – 30) ICD-10 Snap Codes
Form Letters

- waffle
Major Diagnoses & Allergies

- Page three of notjane
- No longer automated by charge posting
- PocketPartner
  - Shows these
  - Uses icd-9 for Hospital Charges
Suggestions?
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